
Birth to 6 months 

Concentration and listening
• Babies can turn to interesting noises, people talking (especially you, or close, familiar voices)
• They love hearing you talk and will tune into your voice, watching your face when you speak
• They can recognise the sounds in their own language and start to tune into them more than sounds 

from another language.

All noises are new to them so it’s helpful to tell them what different noises are and to give them plenty of  
time to listen to your voice without any noise in the background

Understanding words
Although they won’t be able to show you that they understand what you say they are picking up lots of 
clues about how people communicate from what they see and hear. This will help them as they
learn to understand what words mean as they grow older.

They are able to understand how people feel from the tone of their voice eg. They can tell the difference 
between a happy or angry voice

Using sounds
A baby’s first sound will be a cry but these quickly develop into cries that sound slightly different when 
they want to express different needs.

They start using little vowel noises that sound like coos, and these turn into growls, squeals and
giggles, often using these sounds when people speak to them, almost as if they are talking back!



Big muscles and movement skills (gross motor skills)
By 3 months most babies can raise their head and chest when lying on their stomach and can keep 
their head in the middle when lying on their back

By 6 months most babies are learning to roll both ways (front to back and back to front).
They can grasp their feet with their hands. They can support their weight with their legs
when held. They are beginning to develop some mobility on their tummy.

Hand and finger skills (fine motor skills)
By 3 months most babies can open and close their hands. They can bring their hands to
their mouths and will swipe at dangling objects with their hands.

By 6 months most babies can begin to grasp objects. They can reach with one hand at
a time and use their hands to “rake” objects. They can shake and bang toys placed in
their hands.

Making sense of what you’re looking at (visual perception)
During the first 6 months your baby will start to develop control of their eye movements
and will watch faces intently.

By 6 months most babies can follow moving objects and recognise familiar people and
objects at a distance.

Concerns? Check out the following advice:

Carry out activities on 
Tummy Time sheet if 
your baby:

• Has a flattened head on one side or back of baby’s head 
up to 3 months

• Is turning head to one side only up to 3 months
• Doesn’t like being on their tummy
• Can’t lift their head and prop themselves with their arm 

when on their tummy at 6 months.

Carry out activities on  
Sensory Processing 
sheet if your baby:

• Is always upset by changes in position

Carry out activities 
on  Helping a baby 
develop rolling and 
sitting sheet if your 
baby:

• Is unable to roll over at six months

Carry out activities on 
Using both Hands 
together sheet if your 
baby:

• Mainly uses one hand/arm to reach for objects at 6 months



Carry out activities on  
First Sounds sheet if 
your baby:

• Is silent and does not attempt to make sounds at six 
months

• Does not respond to sounds at six months

See your GP if your baby: • Is always distressed after a feed
• Does not respond to sounds and may be startled easily at 

three months
• Does not blink defensively or follow movement with their 

eyes at three months
Refer to CFHDevon if: • Your baby makes no attempt to keep their head upright 

when moved from sitting to lying position
• Your baby favours one side to turn their head to the 

majority of the time
• Arms and legs feel stiff for example when held or when 

having their nappy changed
• Your baby’s head does not stay in the middle when lying 

down on their back
• Your baby holds their legs in a rigid or stiff position when 

sitting or lying
• You need to prise your baby’s hands open because they 

are always in a fist
• Your baby doesn’t reach out towards objects/toys or people


